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About This Game

What happens when the only hope of a threatened world lies not with heroes in shining armor, but in the hands of a band of
misfits and criminals? Blackguards, a new turn-based strategy RPG, explores this very question. You will discover over 180

unique hex-based battlegrounds within a dark and mature story of crime, drugs, and murder.

Play as a warrior, mage or hunter and customize your character's skills as you see fit. The challenging campaign delivers a story
of doubt, treason and loss. You decide the course of the story at key turning points and determine its outcome.

Key Features

More than 180 unique battlemaps provide ever-evolving and novel challenges.

Make sure you have plenty of snacks, as this dark fantasy adventure has 40+ hours of exciting play time.

Lead up to five characters in your party to glorious victory or devastating defeat.

Enjoy enchanting hand drawn backdrops. They're beautiful even when your party members get their asses handed to
them.

Your choice of spells, skills and abilities determine your battlefield tactics. Aggressive? Defensive? Tactical? It's your
call how to tackle each challenging encounter!
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Use interactive objects like bee hives or barrels to your advantage in combat, or blow yourself up by carrying a torch
into flammable swamp gas.

Dish out some serious damage with 40 special abilities and more than 90 spells... or find yourself on the other end and
get obliterated.
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Title: Blackguards
Genre: Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Daedalic Entertainment
Publisher:
Daedalic Entertainment
Release Date: 22 Jan, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista SP2, Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8 (32/64 bits versions)

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia GeForce 8600 GT, ATI Radeon HD 2600 XT

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c Compatible Sound Card with Latest Drivers

English,German,French,Russian,Italian,Japanese,Korean,Czech,Turkish,Polish,Simplified Chinese
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Really fun game with a ton of levels to play so it wont be a quick one.
i approve

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aa4JM-fDBNg. i dont like it
its way to much cunfusing and no good tutrial. Exceptional tennis game! It has been worked on after launch and is amazing
now!. It's a fun Platformer - Side Scroller shooter, like those retro style side scroller shooter games from Megaman and Metroid.
Very fun game if you're bored or just want to kill some time.. Very mediocre, Choices don't mean much, and what ending you
get is simply determined by choosing which student you want at the end of the game. The character's aren't particularly
compelling, the story premise is weak, and god knows why one of the students is studying under a master painter to become a
manga artist.. well this game is short AF!. Presentable side-scrolling beat 'em up, with dual character synergy attempts. Fighters
go through bite-sized challenges, each with draining special attacks and a limited health pool. Some clunky attack choices, but
overall decent variety, if better in co-op than alone.. A nice series of 10 min episodes that will explain the past of some
characters from MK...
Worths a watch!. used to play this one on a ps1 back in 2002. great rpg. The Dev just went full loco and update to 3.0 after 3
years without any update. BUY NOW
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Did not enjoy at all, incredibly glitchy controls, terrible lighting, visuals, music. Just a mess all over. Refused refund. I have
literally found free games on GameJolt that were of higher quality.. It's a fine game to pass the time to, I recommend you get it
on sale though. It's not a great game just an ok one. Plenty of what you do doesn't even make sense, or will have you thinking,
"oh wow...really? What?" It's also completely unrelated to the first game so there's that too. By the way if you're achievement
hunting you HAVE to play it twice no matter how thorough you are. There's a set of achievements for mahjong, and a set of
achievements for hidden objects. Those two are attached to each other you either do one or hit the switch button and do the
other. Completing one does not qualify for both though. So you have to play through and do either a full run of mahjong or a
full run of hidden object, then go back start another game when you done and do just the one you didn't do before otherwise
you won't have 100% of the achievements. The time I have logged that you can see is from doing 2 runs to get all of the
achievements.. First time I play this game about 6 month ago, and it was good. But now it's much better!
It's an old-fashioned game with a non-stop action.
Graphics, music, sound effects - everything is nice. Good storyline. Interesting perks in RPG mode.
I like it! This game is for true ninjas :). This is a quite good little roguelike; deep enough to provide for actual replayability (as
opposed to getting bored on your first couple playthroughs), with some interesting but predictable story elements. You don't
have the range of actions one of the old school deeper roguelikes gave you, but if you ever played one of the older CGA/EGA
tile based adventure games (such as Ranadinn), this is a bit like that, mixed with some Nuclear Throne and some modern
roguelike elements.. Well, after investing such a long time into playing this game, which in fact is my favorite game, I felt
personally obligated to put credit where it is due. As of playing this game for over 1,500 hours now, I've truly experienced the
many positive and negative sides to this game. Often enough when playing the game, I will quite often complain about things
like desync, frame rate issues, lag, and the (certainly interesting) multiplayer experience. There are many things to complain
about, however this IS a review and not a rant. I feel fine overlooking the game's issues because the things it has given to me has
certainly been worth my time and money.

 I'd call a game good when I've got more hours under my belt than money spent. Well, I've played this game 100 times more
than the amount it costs, I love it. Now thy holy Fluppi393, bring us some big updates plox. I want that water ;-; .... This game
gave me so many hours of fun, the level design was amazing, the way everything worked was great, and I loved how sometimes
I'd be so close to the next flag and I'd be shaking in terror as I wondering if I was going to be able to throw myself correctly to
grab onto the next rock or stick my climbing axe into the next rock. Can't believe this game hasn't blown up, it's absolutely so
much fun. I'd get sweaty, my lenses would get foggy but I just kept going! All I'd think about would be sticking my axe into
some ice, or having fun throwing myself into the void! 10\/10 one of my favorite VR games, if not, one of my favorite games
ever.. I'm a big fan of story based adventures, but this one just didn't sit terribly well with me. It's a neat concept, and I really
like the combat system, actually, which is simple but strategic, but it doesn't feel terribly deep. There are many legitimate
choices involved in the game, but it doesn't feel like they ultimately amount to much beyond tools with which to approach later
challenges. The ability to replay events that go poorly is nice so as to avoid the need to replay the whole game when something
goes wrong, but it takes much of the suspense out of things. The large number of spells (48!) whose names you want to learn in
order to use them in battle are ... annoying, at best. I'd rather pull from a simple list than have to choose random letters.

I had a bad taste in my mouth from King of Dragon Pass and this reminds me of it too closely for me to enjoy playing it. If you
want to give me simple, then give me simple. Don't make me memorize or reference lots of lore/lists to deal with things
quickly.. FU**ING QOP FACE AT 1:29
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